Four-Year General Plan Worksheet for Peace and Conflict Studies (PACS)

Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

Student #: ______________________ PACS Calendar Requirement Term: ________

Peace and Conflict Studies requirements – 16 courses (or 8.0 units) of PACS required courses, 65% average in all PACS required courses, fulfillment of Arts Breadth requirements and Faculty of Arts Degree requirements.

☐ PACS courses – Eight (8) courses or 4.0 units
  ☐ Two (2) of 3 PACS Foundational courses
    ☐ PACS 201
    ☐ PACS 202
    ☐ PACS 203
  ☐ Three (3) of 12 PACS Core courses
    ☐ PACS 311  ☐ PACS 321  ☐ PACS 327
    ☐ PACS 313  ☐ PACS 323  ☐ PACS 329
    ☐ PACS 316  ☐ PACS 324  ☐ PACS 331
    ☐ PACS 318  ☐ PACS 326  ☐ PACS 332
  ☐ Two (2) additional PACS courses
    ☐ PACS 101  ☐ PACS 312  ☐ PACS 325  ☐ PACS 390
    ☐ PACS 201  ☐ PACS 313  ☐ PACS 326  ☐ PACS 391 (0.25)
    ☐ PACS 202  ☐ PACS 314  ☐ PACS 327  ☐ PACS 391 (0.25)
    ☐ PACS 203  ☐ PACS 316  ☐ PACS 328  ☐ PACS 395
    ☐ PACS 301  ☐ PACS 318  ☐ PACS 329  ☐ PACS 398
    ☐ PACS 301  ☐ PACS 320  ☐ PACS 330  ☐ PACS 399
    ☐ PACS 302  ☐ PACS 321  ☐ PACS 331  ☐ PACS 402
    ☐ PACS 302  ☐ PACS 323  ☐ PACS 332
    ☐ PACS 311  ☐ PACS 324  ☐ PACS 333
  ☐ PACS 401 – Required capstone course in final year of study

☐ PACS Approved courses or additional PACS courses – Eight (8) courses or 4.0 units
  ☐ Three (3) Approved courses from at least three different departments
    ☐ ___________________________  ☐ ___________________________  ☐ ___________________________
  ☐ Five (5) more PACS Approved courses from any department OR more PACS courses
    ☐ ___________________________  ☐ ___________________________  ☐ ___________________________
    ☐ ___________________________  ☐ ___________________________

NOTE: As of 2012-13, the following rules apply for “double counting” courses:
  • At least 50% of the courses taken to fulfill the requirements of any academic plan must be unique to that plan, and
  • A maximum of 2.5 units (five courses) may be counted towards two academic plans.
Faculty of Arts Degree Requirements

- Overall Cumulative Average – 60%
- English Language Proficiency (ELP) Requirement
- 16 courses (8.0 units) must be beyond the 100 level
- Successful completion of 40 courses (20.0 units)

Faculty of Arts Breadth Requirements – Ten (10) courses or 5.0 units

All students must complete the following Faculty of Arts requirements to receive an Arts degree. Note that these courses do NOT factor into the double counting rule on the previous page.

Social Sciences
2.0 units (4 Courses) with no more than 1.0 units (2 courses) from the same discipline from:
ANTH, ECON, PSCI, PSYCH, SDS, SOC.

1.____________________ 3.____________________

Fine, Performing, and Communication Arts
0.5 units (1 Course) from: DAC, DRAMA, FINE, MUSIC, SPCOM, VCULT

5.____________________

Transdisciplinary Studies
0.5 units (1 course) from:
AFM, APPLS, ARBUS, ARTS, CMW, HRM, HUMSC, INTST, LS, NATST, PACS, SMF, SOCWK, SPD*, WS. Also any other course taken in another UW faculty; excludes PD courses.

6.____________________

Humanities
1.0 unit (2 Courses) from:
CLAS, ENGL, HIST, MEDVL, PHIL, RS

7.____________________ 8.____________________

Languages and Cultures
1.0 unit (2 Courses) from:
CHINA, CROAT, DUTCH, EASIA, FR, GER, GRK, ITAL, ITALST, JAPAN, JS, KOREA, LAT, POLISH, PORT, REES, RUSS, SI, SPAN.

9.____________________ 10.____________________

* Always check the Undergraduate Calendar you are enrolled in for the most up-to-date information. *
http://www.ugradcalendar.uwaterloo.ca/